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Notes
AE definition: “Harm caused by medical treatment, regardless [of] whether it is associated with error or considered
preventable. …It is from the point of view of a patient that harm can sometimes be easily ascertained: ‘If I were the
patient, would I be happy if this happened to me?’” – a very broad umbrella definition.
Describes a “trigger” or, search tool with trigger words, for inclusion of a chart for review for Adverse Events. Three
triggers framed to gain insight into AEs – Incision and Drainage Trigger (CDT C7510 and D7520), Implant Failure
Trigger (CDT D6100 EZCode 563101), Multiple-Visits Trigger (>6 visits)
Calculated positive predictive values for each trigger, showing the likelihood of a trigger presenting a record with a
true AE.
“In [the] study population, more than one-third of the randomly selected patients had experienced and AE.” – This
is of a random selection, i.e. not those “triggered” records.
“Our study results show that the trigger tool approach is capable of identifying AEs more efficiently: 50 percent of
records that were positive for any of the three dental triggers contained an AE, whereas 34 percent of randomly
selected patient records indicated an AE.”
It is their recommendation that “all dental care teams should initiate regular assessments of AEs that occur within
their practices, including conducting records reviews.”
“In the context of the trigger tool, an AE involves harm to the patient, regardless of whether the AE is associated
with error… Focusing on errors shifts the discussion toward individual blame, whereas concentrating on events
experienced by patients helps to keep the focus on systemic improvement to reduce patients’ suffering.”

Each incident was assigned to one of eight types of PSI (Patient Safety Incident) – diagnostics, dental treatment,
equipment and supplies, medications or prescription drugs, hygiene or infection control, communication, physical
environment related and other.
Patient safety: The reduction of risk of unnecessary harm associated with healthcare to an acceptable minimum.
Patient safety incident: An event or circumstance that could have resulted, or did result, in unnecessary harm to a
patient. An incident can be reportable circumstance, a near miss, a no harm incident or a harmful incident (adverse
event)
Harmful incident (adverse event): An incident which resulted in harm to the patient
“In primary care other than dentistry, diagnostic errors account for the majority of malpractice claims followed by
medication errors… Most dental patient allegations concern treatment and diagnostics, while PSIs are most often
related to treatment, diagnostics, communication, dental equipment and medications.”

“The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that the patient safety culture in US dental school clinics is
less developed than in hospitals by utilizing a survey instrument developed to measure patient safety culture in US
hospitals.” – They found that “there are areas of perceived weakness in the patient safety culture of the dental
schools visited.”
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AHRQ Hospital Survey on Patient Safety Culture.
“All three dental groups (faculty, staff, and students) surveyed gave less positive responses to the three questions
on the reporting of problems than the medical benchmark. There could be several reasons for the less positive
responses including the lack of a user-friendly reporting system in dental school clinics and the lack of feedback to
all three dental groups about the usefulness of incident reports and changes made to reduce errors as a result of
timely reporting.”
“The dental school survey respondents rated dental schools lower than the medical benchmark in the area of
proactive activities toward patient safety. Few of the sites visited had a process in place to summarize and trend
patient safety incident data that would allow them to focus on preventive rather than reactive activities.”
Work to develop a data repository
of EHRs.
“Secondary uses of data already
stored in dental EHRs have great
potential to improve the datadriven knowledge base in dentistry
and answer basic questions such
as ‘how long do tooth-colored
fillings last?’ and ‘how often do
patients with diabetes receive the
recommended periodontal
screenings?’ Linking data from
dental EHRs with medical EHRs
may also clarify the relationship
between oral and general health.”
BigMouth is a limited dataset –
patients are de-identified with the
exception of dates and zip codes.

“Harm refers to any ‘impairment of structure or function of the body
and/or any deleterious effect arising there from.’” However, “dental AEs
do not neatly fit into the categories developed in the medical realm.”
Developed a Dental AE Type Classification – handpicked by consensus
with input from an advisory committee, which was then pilot tested via
a chart review process.
They used the same dental triggers as described previously, with the
caveat that “a ‘trigger’ is an opportunity or clue used to identify AEs in a
patient’s dental record but do not represent AEs themselves.” When
reviewing these records, “it is important to realize the difference
between harm and contributing factors that may lead to harm”
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“The patient safety revolution can be traced to the seminal Institute of Medicine seminal report, ‘To Err is Human.’
It states that quality consist[s] of the following three domains: (1) safety, defined as “freedom from accidental
injury”; (2) practice consistent with current
medical knowledge and best practice; and (3)
responsiveness to customer-specific values,
expectations and preferences.”
- This could be expanded for the use in
pilot projects: monitoring for patient
safety and quality includes the
imperative to make sure the patients
are (1) free from accidental injury, (2)
receive care equivalent to the quality
found in existent dental best practice
and (3) receiving care according to their
expectations and needs. (Note: work on
this concept a bit more).
The authors also posit a Dental AE Severity Tree
in Figure 1 for classifying AEs into several
categories. These categories can help delineate
reporting requirements and timelines for AEs as well as help guide root cause analysis in chart reviews.
“Regardless of any true consensus on the ideal content of a ‘good’ dental record, patient care is clearly not served if
practitioners and allied health professionals do a suboptimal job of documenting and maintaining records.”
Provider feedback sought through a Delphi process on “what a typical dental clinical record should contain and the
frequency of update of each entry.”
“Although the ADA and the AAPD provide a list of what should be included in a dental record, they do not at this
time provide guidance as to how often those should be updated.”
“health care providers resent forces that decrease the amount of time available for patient care or for other
needs.”
“Dental providers agree that complete and accurate record keeping is essential to patient care and those items
such as histories, examination findings, diagnosis, radiographs, treatment plans, consents, and clinic notes should
be recorded. There, however, does not seem to be universal agreement on how frequently such items should be
recorded in the dental record.”

Four element patient safety initiative from AHRQ to minimize patient safety hazards:
Element 1: Identifying threats to patient safety. “Two approaches that have proven successful in medicine are
adverse event reporting systems (AERSs) and focused chart reviews.” Another important part would be a list of
“never-events” such as wrong site surgery that should never happen.
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Element 2: Identifying and evaluating effective patient safety practices. Root cause analyses and health care failure
mode and effect analyses (HFMEA) are two approaches that have been refined in the medical field. Root cause
analysis is retrospective; the objective is to find the root, or underlying, cause of the event or near miss. HFMEA is
prospective; the intention is to evaluate a health care process to identify potential vulnerabilities. “The focus of the
HFMEA is defined on the basis of information regarding the prevalence and severity of adverse events or patient
risk factors.”
Element 3: Educate, disseminate, implement and raise awareness. Within dentistry, the Organization for Safety,
Asepsis and Prevention distributes best-practice information in the area of infection control, including a checklist
for dental offices.
Element 4: Continually monitor and evaluate threats to patient safety to ensure that a positive safety culture is
maintained and a safe environment continues.
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Defined AEs as “harm caused to the patient by dental
care, regardless of whether it is associated with an error
or is considered preventable.”
“Our work includes proposing the adoption of the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality’s patient safety
initiative which incorporates 4 major elements to address
patient safety: identifying threats to patient safety;
identifying and evaluating effective patient safety
practices; educating, disseminating, implementing, and
raising awareness; and monitoring threats to patient
safety to ensure that a positive safety culture is
maintained and a safe environment continues.”
Goal of this study was to develop an inventory of AEs
generated by interviewing dental team members.
“Examples of reported dental AEs include aspirated
crowns and lacerations due to the use of high-speed
handpieces.” Analyses indicated that respondents
confused causes with AEs. “Aspiration or ingestion was
cited the most, whereas pain was cited the least.”
“An unanticipated finding was the number of identified
AEs that we classified as quality-of-care issues.”… “an
incident would have to ‘stand the test of our peers,’
meaning that our colleagues would most likely agree that
the event could indeed be considered an AE. Examples
included most often were those for which the actual harm
was not easily identifiable or ‘defensible to our peers,’
such as esthetic issues after treatment, a failed provisional
crown, or an underfill of an endodontically treated canal.”
– Think more about this.

Used a Dental Adverse Event Severity
Scale to group cases according to the
degree of harm that the patient
experienced. The largest category was
“delayed appropriate treatment/disease
progression and/or unnecessary
treatment associated with misdiagnosis.”
*****
“Categorizing the adverse events we
identified in the case reports proved very
challenging due to the absence of an
established dental patient safety
taxonomy as well as the tremendous
variability in scope and content of the
published case reports.”
** “The path has been illuminated by
safety science in other domains… e.g.,
establishing nonpunitive incident
reporting systems and conducting
thorough root cause analyses when
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adverse events occur to foster better understanding of
contributors to dental adverse events; developing
checklists, protocols and computerized decision aids to
reduce reliance on memory;…standardizing operating
procedures to minimize variability based on dentists’
training or practice styles…”
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Definition of patient safety: “The reduction (or elimination as far as possible) of damage to patients resulting from
health care processes or accidents associated with them.”
Adverse event: “Unexpected result of medical treatment that causes the prolongation of treatment, any type of
morbidity, mortality or any other damage to which the patient should not have been exposed. This is a broad
concept that includes errors, accidents, delays in care, negligence, complications associated with treatment, etc. It
does not include the symptoms of the patient’s presenting illness. The definition of ‘adverse event’ as it is
commonly used across the health care sector is difficult to apply to dental care. Adverse events may be avoidable
or unavoidable. An example of a preventable adverse event is the prescription of a drug to which a patient is
allergic as a result of failing to consult clinical records. An example of a non-preventable adverse event is and
adverse reaction to the administration of a local anesthetic in a patient without clinical pathology or allergic history.
However the fact that an adverse event is not preventable does not meant that we should be unprepared to act
quickly and appropriately if it occurs.”
An “important feature of patient safety is its ‘non-punitive’ character.”
“Firstly, and as the primary consideration, the promotion of patient safety is an ethical obligation in any health care
profession.” “Patient safety is closely linked to the concept of quality care. Any dental care in which all possible
risk factors can be controlled represents the highest-quality dental care, and there is a clear relationship between
the quality of treatment and the success of outcomes.”
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Study to investigate the types of patient safety incidents that occur in dentistry and the accuracy of the National
Patient Safety Agency database in for the NHS in England.

“…a peculiarity to
dentistry is that the
manifestation of a
complication
caused by dental
treatment is
frequently treated
by other healthcare
providers such as
paramedics and
hospital emergency
departments. Due to this, the dental practitioner may not be aware that an adverse event has occurred.”
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Definitions:
Unanticipated problems involving risks to subjects or others include any incident, experience, or outcome that
meets all of the following criteria:
1. Unexpected (in terms of nature, severity, or frequency) given (a) the research procedures that are
described and (b) the characteristics of the subject population being studied.
2. Related or possibly related to participation in the research, and;
3. Suggests that the research places subjects or others at a greater risk of harm (including physical,
psychological, economic, or social harm) than was previously known or recognized.
Adverse Event : Any untoward or unfavorable medical occurrence in a human subject, including any abnormal sign
(for example, abnormal physical exam or laboratory finding), symptom, or disease, temporally associated with the
subject’s participation in the research, whether or not considered related to the subject’s participation in the
research.

Serious Adverse Event: Any adverse event temporally associated with the subject’s participation in research that
meets any of the following criteria:
1. Results in death;
2. Is life-threatening;
3. Requires inpatient hospitalization or prolongation of existing hospitalization;
4. Results in a congenital anomaly/birth defect; or
5. Any other adverse event that, based upon appropriate medical judgement may jeopardize the subject’s
health and may require medical or surgical intervention to prevent one of the other outcomes listed in this
definition.
Unexpected adverse event: Any adverse event occurring in one or
more subjects in a research protocol, the nature, severity, or
frequency of which is not consistent with either:
1. The known or foreseeable risk of adverse events associated
with the procedures involved in the research; or
2. The expected natural progression of any underlying
disease, disorder or condition of the subject(s) experiencing
the adverse event and the subject’s predisposing risk factor
profile for the adverse event.
“…an incident, experience, or outcome that meets the three criteria
above [for unanticipated problems] generally will warrant
consideration of substantive changes in the research protocol or
informed consent process/document or other corrective actions in
order to protect the safety, welfare, or rights of subjects or others.”
The diagram illustrates three key points:
The vast majority of adverse events occurring in
human subjects are not unanticipated problems (area
A).
A small proportion of adverse events are
unanticipated problems (area B).
Unanticipated problems include other incidents,
experiences, and outcomes that are not adverse
events (area C).

